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Various kind of productions are made in semiconductor factories, where it employs the production system with
multiprocess and multiple Automated Guided Vehicles(AGVs) for transportation. It is difficult to optimize
planning of production and transportation simultaneously because of the complicated flow of semifinished prod-
ucts. This paper describes the formulations of production scheduling and transportation routing, and algorithm
for simultaneous optimization of plannings by using logic cuts. The entire problem is decomposed to the master
problem and the sub problem. If it derives the infeasible solutions, new constraints are added to the master
problem to eliminate the solution area including infeasible solutions. The results of about optimality and com-
putation time by using CPLEX solver are shown compared with conventional decomposition method to check
up effectivity of proposed method in small size problem, and about optimality and computaion time for large
scale problem.

1 Introduction

In semiconductor factories, where severe competi-
tions between other makers exist, decreasing of opera-
tion energy and keeping environment are required from
society running its prduction line effectively.

In the semiconductor fuctory, Automated Guided
Vehicles(AGVs) transport the semifinished products
between the processes. The method, Constraint-Based
Genetic Algorithm(CBGA) to handle a complex va-
riety of variables and constraints in a typical FMS-
loading problem, is proposed [1]. A hybrid algorithm
based on tabu search and simulated annealing is em-
ployed to solve the FMS-loading problem [2]. To uti-
lize the bottleneck machines at the maximum level,
vehicle dispatches are decided using by a vehicle dis-
patching procedure based on the theory of constraints
[3]. Ant colony optimisation-based software system is
proposed to solve FMS scheduling in a job-shop en-
vironment with routing flexibility, sequence-dependent
setup and transportation time [4]. Realtime scheduling
method by using genetic machine learning and reactive
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scheduling method are proposed to optimize produc-
tion scheduling and transportation routing simultane-
ously [5]. To attain optimum transportation route, an
autonomous distributed route planning method [6] [7]
is proposed. This method is that each AGV plans its
own route, communicate each other and plan no con-
flict route. To attain optimum dispatching and trans-
portation routing simultaneously, the hybrid method
by using constraint programming mixed integer linear
programming and cutting method if infeasible solution
solved, is proposed [8]. In the decomposition method,
production system, tranportation system and handling
plan its own schedule and exchange their plans, is pro-
posed [9]. In the past, the simultaneous optimiza-
tion problem of production schedule and transporta-
tion routing was rarely treated because there are many
complex variables of FMS needed to decide. In this
paper, a method that can solve the approximate so-
lutions for short calculation time is proposed. Using
the proposed method, is the entire problem, with pro-
duction schedule problem and transportation routing
problem, is divided to master and sub problems. Then
by generating cuts to the area including infeasible so-
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lution of the entire problem, it can derive a feasible
solution. Generating cuts is that the constraint to add
the master problem based on the logics preliminariy.
This method using logic cuts is expected to derive the
solutions efficiently because of eliminating the area in-
cluding infeasible solutions.

2 The Problem of Production and

Transportation Planning

This chapter indicates production and transporta-
tion planning problem description and formulation as
an integer linear problem.

2.1 Problem Description

The object of this research is FMS that is the con-
struction of number of production processes and two-
dimentional transportation system. In the following,
production process will be stated. The number of Jobs,
processes and AGVs are decided previously. It is im-
possible to transport until process finished after the
process machine begin to start. It is impossible to
transport more than 2 products by one AGV. Process
span includes setup span of processing. Production’s
setup time is disregard. Sequence of productions pro-
cess is given beforehand. Fig.1 indicates transportation
system. Node is the place that AGV can stop or turn,
and Edge, AGV’s route, is connecting route between
nodes. 2 31

4 5 6
7 8 9

2 31
4 5 6
7 8 9

Fig. 1: Transportation Model

To digitize, transportation routing problem is de-
fined below. All of the length of edges are assumed
to be equal. AGV’s velocity are set to be equal. AGV
can stop or turn only on nodes. Transportation re-
quests rise on nodes. And to avoid collusions, followi-
ing constraints are added.

• Two AGVs cannot exist on a node in the same
time period.(Constraint for collision avoidance on
node)

• Two AGVs cannot travel on an edge at the same
time period.(Constraint for collision avoidance on
edge)

And each AGV must synchronize with production
processing, so AGV must reach the reserved node until
the schedule time is over. Fig.2 is the example of gantt
chart. In Fig.2, the brack borders is the situation of
the production process and AGV. The internal number
of the brack borders is the products number. Horizon-
tal axis is time axis. Production scheduling problemprocess1process2 55 time66660 10 20 30 40 50AGV2 1111 5555AGV3 3333 2222 5555 6666AGV1 4444 22221111 3333 44441111 3333 4444 2222 5555 6666

Fig. 2: Example of Gantt chart

determine the process turn and start time of process-
ing product in the each processes. It may happen late
in reach to reserved node if there isn’t enough time to
transport even if production is optimal. And if there is
much time to transport, it may extend the makespan
because of waiting time is longer. Transportation prob-
lem determine the assignment of request to AGVs and
their routing. Depending to AGV routing, it may ex-
tend the assumed time to transport. So it may influ-
ence the production schedule. And depending on the
assignment of request to AGV, it may prolong the time
to transport. So it is needed to determine good assign-
ment. In this research, the problem of simultaneous
optimal production and transportation plannings is to
decide the production scheduling and transportation
routing to minimize the makespan.

2.2 Problem Formulation

In this section, problem formulation will be described.

2.2.1 Constants and Variables

It indicates the constants and variables used in this
paper.
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• constant

R : set of jobs

P : set of production processes

M : large number

Ll
i : span of processing product ]i

in process ]l

A : span to transport next request

N : set of nodes

Ni : set of nodes which directly

connect to node i

V : set of AGV

RT : set of transportation request

H : time horizon

Sk : initial node of AGV ]k

Sr : loading node of transport request ]r

Fr : unloading node of transport request ]r

• variable

sl
i : the start time of job ]i in process ]l

Ti : span of transport request ]i

Vr : AGV number to transport request ]r

tSr : start time of transportation request ]r

tFr : finish time of transportation request ]r

The span t defines from the time (t− 1) to the time t.
The explanation of binary variables is below.

The definition of binary variable εl
i,j that indicate

precedence relation about job ]i and job ]j in the pro-
cess ]l, is below.

εl
i,j =

{
1 (In process ]l, job ]i precedes job ]j)
0 (other)

The binary variable γi,j,k that indicate precedence
relation about transportation request ]i and ]j to as-
signed AGV ]k is defined below.

γi,j,k =

{
1 (At AGV ]k, request ]i precedes ]j)
0 (other)

The binary variable δi,k that indicate transportation
request ]i assign to AGV ]k, is defined below.

δi,k =





1 (when transportation request ]i

　 assign to AGV ]k)
0 (other)

The variable xk
i,j,t, that indicate the condition of

AGV’s movement, is defined below.

xk
i,j,t =





1 (AGV ]k moves from node i to j

in span t)
0 (other)

The variable ηk
r,t, that indicate the condition of trans-

portation request ]r, is defined below.

ηk
r,t =





1 (When AGV ]k transports request ]r

in span t)
0 (other)

2.2.2 Problem Constraints

When job ]i finishing processing in the process ]l is
transported to the reserved process, the start time of
transportation tSi must be later than the completion
of process in the process ]l. The finish processing time
is sum of sl

i , that is the variable of the start time of
process in the process ]l, and Ll

i that is the variable of
the span. So the relation of sl

i and Ll
i is given formu-

lation(1).

tSi ≥ sl
i + Ll

i (∀i ∈ R; ∀l ∈ P ) (1)

When job ]i is processed in the next process ](l + 1),
the variable of start time of process sl+1

i must be later
than the finish time of transportation. Because the fin-
ish time of transportation is related to the start time of
transportation and the span, the start time of process
in the next process sl+1

i , the start time of transporta-
tion tSi and the span Ti are given formulation(2).

sl+1
i ≥ tSi

+ Ti (∀i ∈ R;∀l ∈ P ) (2)

The relation between the finish time of transportation
of job ]i, tFi and the start time of process in the process
sl+1

i are given formulation(3).

sl+1
i ≥ tFi (∀i ∈ R; ∀l ∈ P ) (3)

The decision variable εl
j,i indicate the process prece-

dence about job ]i and ]j in the process ]l. The one
is decided, the other is decided simultaneously, so the
constraint is given formulation(4).

εl
i,j + εl

j,i = 1 (∀i, ∀j ∈ R;∀l ∈ P ) (4)

Job ]i is transported to the reserved process after fin-
ishing processing. So to transport by AGV, they must
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be assigned. The constraint formulation(5) is added
below.

∑

k∈V

δi,k = 1 (∀i ∈ R; ∀k ∈ P ) (5)

If the transportation request ]i and ]j aren’t assigned
to AGV ]k, AGV ]k need not to regard them. So the
variable γi,j,k that indicate the precedence of process
sequence about request ]i and ]j, are assigned to AGV
]k, and variable δi,k indicated the situation about the
assignment to AGV ]k are given formulation(6), (7).

γi,j,k ≤ δi,k (∀i, ∀j ∈ R; ∀k ∈ P ) (6)

γi,j,k ≤ δj,k (∀i, ∀j ∈ R; ∀k ∈ P ) (7)

When the variable γi,j,k, that indicate the precedence
about transportation request ]i and ]j, is decided, the
variable of start time of transportation, tSi and tSj ,
are decided. The relation of γi,j,k, tSi and tSj is given
below.

γi,j,k =

{
1 (tSj ≥ tSi + Ti + A)
0 (tSi ≥ tSj + Tj + A)

The constraint about route planning of AGV ]k is
given below.

∑

j /∈Ni

xk
i,j,t = 0 (k ∈ V, i ∈ N ; t = 1, · · · ,H) (8)

∑

j∈Ni

xk
i,j,t ≤ 1 (k ∈ V, i ∈ N ; t = 1, · · · ,H) (9)

∑

j∈Ni

xk
j,i,t =

∑

n∈Ni

xk
i,n,t+1 (10)

(k ∈ V, i ∈ N ; t = 1, · · · ,H − 1)∑

j∈NSk

xk
Sk,j,0 = 1 (k ∈ V ) (11)

The formulation(8) indicates that AGV ]k cannot travel
from node i to node j which is not directly connected
to node i. The formulation(9) indicates that AGV ]k

can take only one edge in a same time span. The for-
mulation(10) indicates the time continuity constraints
of the movement of AGVs. On span t, it indicates that
AGV ]k in node i, can move only the node connected
node i. The formulation (11) indicates the initial con-
dition of the place of AGV.

The constraint of AGV not to collide is given below.
∑

k∈V

∑

j∈N

xk
j,i,t ≤ 1 (i ∈ N ; t = 1, · · · ,H) (12)

∑

k∈V

(xk
i,j,t + xk

j,i,t) ≤ 1 (13)

(i ∈ N, j ∈ Ni; t = 1, · · · , H)

The formulation(12) indicates that more than one AGV
cannot travel from a node to the connected node in
a same time span, The formulation(13) indicates that
more than one AGV cannot travel on an edge in a same
time span. The constraints about the variables of start
time of transportation requset ]r tSr , the finish time
tFr , the start node of transportation node Sr and the
goal node of transportation node Fr are the formula-
tion (14) and (15).

∑

j∈NSr

xVr

Sr,j,tSr
= 1 (14)

∑

i∈NFr

xVr

i,Fr,tFr
= 1 (15)

The formulation(14) indicates that AGV ]Vr assigned
the request ]r must reach the start node Sr at the start
time tSr . The formulation(15) indicates that AGV ]Vr

assigned the request ]r must reach the goal node Fr

at the goal time Fr. The constraint of each AGVs
are limited products to transport at the same time are
given formulation(16).

∑
r

ηk
r,t ≤ 1 (16)

The formulation(16) indicates the constraint which AGV
]k can transport only one request on the span t.

2.2.3 Objective function

In this paper, the objective function aims to mini-
mize the makespan that imply all requests finish their
processing.

min Q (17)

Q = max{sl
i + Ll

i} ∀i ∈ R, ∀l ∈ P (18)

3 Simultaneous Optimization of

Production and Transportation

planning using Logic Cut

In this chapter, the entire problem, consisting of pro-
duction schedule and transportation routing, is divided
into the master problem and the sub problem. This
paper indicates the algorithm using the their decom-
position method by logic cut.
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3.1 Logic Cut

Today CPLEX solver is using the algorithm of branch
and bound approach. But calculation time is increas-
ing by using this algorithm. So the current CPLEX
is using the Gomory cut to short. Briefly, it indicates
the explanation of the Gomory cut. It gets the lower
bounds from the linear problem that is approximated
the Mixed Integer Linear Problem(MILP). Almost of
the case, this lower bound is indicated by real number
not integer. So, to get integer solution in Fig.3, using
the lower bound, that is real number, it generates the
Gomory cut to cut the area including the lower bound
and gets the optimal solutions. The basis of logic cut
proposed in this paper can get the feasible solution by
cutting the area including the infeasible solution likely
gomory cut. It gets the solution by solving the master
problem, and check it which the solution is feasible or
infeasible by solving the sub problem. If it is infeasible,
to eliminate the area including it, it can get the feasible
solution by generating the cut based on the logic set
preliminarily. Logic is defined from the method to solve
the various problem that happen actually. For exam-
ple, the one is that extending transportation span to
enable to transport. In this research, logic to solve the
problem, that may happen actually, are defined pre-
liminarily. In the Fig.4, it indicates the flow of solving
the feasible solution by logic cut.

Lower bound
x

Optimal
constraint

Solution areaInteger
Fig. 3: The image of Go-
mory cut

x
Area of Entire problem optimalinfeasible

constraint
Area of Master problem

Fig. 4: The image of
logic cut

3.2 Decompose to Master Problem and

Sub Problem

Production schedule and transportation routing prob-
lem are described in the following.

• Production Schedule Problem

– Decision of production turn in the each pro-
cesses

– Decision of the start/finish time of produc-
tion process

• Transportation Routing Problem

– Decision of the start/finish time of trans-
portation request

– Decision of the assignment of request to AGV

– Decision of the transportation routing

In this paper, the entire problem including produc-
tion schedule and transportation routing is divided into
master and sub problems. These indicates below.

• Master Problem

– Decision of production turn in the each pro-
cess

– Decision of The start/finish time of produc-
tion process

– Decision of the start/finish time of trans-
portation request

– Decision of the assignment of request to AGV

• Sub Problem

– Verdict of feasible of transportation routing

It is needed to set the production schedule to decide the
transportation routing which AGV transport the prod-
ucts and where process. So the master problem decide
the production schedule, the assignment of transporta-
tion request and the start/finsh time of transportation
request simultaneously. Sub problem check the possi-
bility of transportation based on the production plan
decided in the master problem.

3.3 Simultaneous Optimization of Pro-

duction and Transpotation Planning

using Logic Cut Algorithm

The flow chart of the simultaneous optimal algorithm
of production schedule and transportation routing us-
ing logic cut is shown in Fig.5. Steps in Fig.5 are de-
scribed in the following.

Step1 Master Problem:Production Schedule
and Assignment of Request to AGV
To minimize the makespan, it decides the production
schedule and assignment of request and the start/finish
time of transportation based on the required products,
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Master problemDecide the time of process, the assignment to minimize make spanSub problemTransportation routing to satisfy the reserved timeConvergence?Convergence?Logic cutGenerate new cuts to add the master problem
EndFeasible solutionEndFeasible solution YES NO
Fig. 5: The algorithm using logic cut

the span of products to process and the span to trans-
port. The span to transport equal to the minimum
span to move the goal node from start node. The
master problem is formulated as Mixed Integer Lin-
ear Programming, and solve the optimal solution. In
this research, it takes one span to move neigbor node
and the minimum span to transport is defined by the
formulation(19).

min Tr =
∑

t

xk
Sr,Fr,t (19)

Step2 Sub Problem:Transportation Routing
Based on them decided by master problem, it decides
the transportation route to reach the reserved node
without late from the reserved time. It uses the au-
tonomous decomposition optimal distributed routing
method[6] regarded the start/finish time to transport.
This method is that it add the penalty, caluculated
from the delay span between the reserved time Tk and
the now time T k

due, to objective function using trans-
portation routing if AGV don’t reach the reserved node
till the reserved time.

Dk = max{0, Tk − T k
due} (20)

Step3 Convergence
If the transportation routing in Step2 can be decided
the transportation routing without delay, calculation
is finished. Even if it can not plan the delay routing,
go to Step4.
Step4 Cut
To eliminate the area including the infeasible solution,

it generates the cut about extension of transportation
span, the change of assignment of transportation re-
quest and change of turn process.

3.3.1 Master Problem

The master problem decides the start/finish time of
products in the processes, the assignment of request
to AGV and the start/finishi time of transportation.
In this paper, it solves the master problem by using
the formulation about production schedule and trans-
portation routing that are formulated in Chapter 2.

At first, the formulation about the constraint of pro-
duction schedule and assignment of transportation. The
formulation are described from formulation (21) to (29)
as follows.

tSi ≥ sl
i + Ll

i (∀i ∈ R; ∀l ∈ P ) (21)

sl+1
i ≥ tSi + Ti (∀i ∈ R;∀l ∈ P ) (22)

sl+1
i ≥ tFi (∀i ∈ R; ∀l ∈ P ) (23)

εl
i,j + εl

j,i = 1 (∀i, ∀j ∈ R;∀l ∈ P ) (24)
∑

k∈V

δi,k = 1 (∀i ∈ R; ∀k ∈ P ) (25)

γi,j,k ≤ δi,k (∀i,∀j ∈ R; ∀k ∈ P ) (26)

γi,j,k ≤ δj,k (∀i, ∀j ∈ R;∀k ∈ P ) (27)

tSj ≥ tSi + Ti + A (28)

when i ≺ j (∀i, ∀j ∈ R)

tSi ≥ tSj + Tj + A (29)

when j ≺ i (∀i, ∀j ∈ R)

Following formulations are rewritten become because
there isn’t regarded assignment of request ]i and ]j to
AGV ]k about the constraint formulation(28) and (29)
that precedence ]i and ]j that assigned AGV ]k.

tSj
+ M(1− γi,j,k) + M(2− δi,k − δj,k) (30)

≥ tSi
+ Ti + A when i ≺ j

tSi
+ Mγi,j,k + M(2− δi,k − δj,k) (31)

≥ tSj
+ Tj + A when j ≺ i
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3.3.2 Sub Problem

At first, the formulations of sub problem are indi-
cated from (32) to (39).

∑

j /∈Ni

xk
i,j,t = 0 (k ∈ V, i ∈ N ; t = 1, · · · ,H)(32)

∑

j∈Ni

xk
i,j,t ≤ 1 (k ∈ V, i ∈ N ; t = 1, · · · ,H)(33)

∑

j∈Ni

xk
j,i,t =

∑

n∈Ni

xk
i,n,t+1 (34)

(k ∈ V, i ∈ N ; t = 1, · · · ,H − 1)∑

j∈NSk

xk
Sk,j,0 = 1 (k ∈ V ) (35)

∑

k∈V

∑

j∈N

xk
j,i,t ≤ 1 (i ∈ N ; t = 1, · · · ,H) (36)

∑

k∈V

(xk
i,j,t + xk

j,i,t) ≤ 1 (37)

(i ∈ N, j ∈ Ni; t = 1, · · · ,H)∑

j∈NSr

xVr

Sr,j,tSr
= 1 (38)

∑

i∈NFr

xVr

i,Fr,tFr
= 1 (39)

The sub problem, dealing with transportation routing,
decides using the autonomous distributed route plan-
ning method regarded the delay penalty. The explain
of autonomous distributed route planning method re-
garded the delay penalty is given in below and the flow
chart indicates Fig.6.
Step1 Initial Routing

Each AGV plans own most optimal route without think-
ing other AGVs.
Step2 Exchange Information
It exchanges with the transportation route xl

i,j of AGV]l.
Step3 Convergence
This step judges convergence based on route gotten
from Step2. If it is convergence, the calculation is fin-
ished. Judgement of convergence is that all AGV’s
route don’t update in rerouting without collision.
Step4 Skip
Not to plan route having collision at interval, skip
rerouting and go to Step6 by certain odds.
Step5 Rerouting
Based on the infomation from the Step2, it plans re-
routing. To minimize the objective function indicates
the formulation(40), it plans the routing. This problem
is applied the Dijkstra algorithm because of the short-
est route problem of each AGV added the penalty of
collision and delay as cost.

Initial routingExchange information

ReroutingUpdate weight

Start

EndConvergence?
Skip?

YES
YES NO

NO
Fig. 6: The algorithm of route planning

Ik =
∑

t

πk,t +
∑

l∈V,l 6=k

αk,l(r)(C1
k,l + C2

k,l) + βDk (40)

The variable πk,t is that, when AGV]k reach the re-
servsd node in span t, equal 0, the othe ,equal 1. This
variable’s constraint is given below.

∑

i∈NGk

xk
i,Gk,t ≤ (1− πk,t) (41)

(k ∈ V ; t = 1, · · · ,H)∑

i∈NGk

xk
i,Gk,t ≥ 1− πk,t (42)

(k ∈ V ; t = 1, · · · ,H)

At once, because AGV reaching the reserved node stop
there, the added constraint is given below.

−πk,t + πk,t+1 ≤ 0 (43)

(k ∈ V ; t = 1, · · · ,H − 1)

The variable C1
k,l, C

2
k,l indicate the times of collision of

AGV]k and AGV]l.
Step6 Update of Weighting Factor of Penalty
Function If the route from rerouting is infeasible, for
AGV collision according to the formulation(44), up-
date of weighting factor of penalty function αk,l(r + 1)
and go back to Step2. The variable r indicates the
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times of rerouting.

αk,l(r + 1) = αk,l(r) + ∆α
∑

l 6=k

(C1
k,l + C2

k,l) (44)

3.4 The Constraints of Logic Cut and

Formulation

When the master problem solution find infeasible as-
sesed from the sub problem, by adding the constraint
generating from logic cut, it is method to eliminate
the area including infeasible solution and to solve ef-
ficiency. This section explains the logic to eliminate
the solution area. When logic cut do is that when it
is impossible to plan the route to satisfy the start or
finish time of transportation request. So it is thought
that the condition about transportation decided by the
master problem is bad. So, by doing the logic cut,
the constraints about sub problem are relaxed and the
constraint of the master proble constrain is added. By
those constraint, logic is defined to change the fuctor
of master and sub problem the assumption that noted
previously. In this paper, following the three types of
logic are checked.

• extension of transportation span

• change in assignment of request to AGV

• change of processing turn

The explain of formulation of each logic is given below.
Extension of transportation span
The extension of span of transportation request Tr is
add more one span. T ∗r is the previous span of trans-
portation request ]r. The variable ζr, indicate the pre-
vious span of request ]r is changed as following.

ζr =

{
1 Tr = T ∗r + 1
0 Tr = T ∗r

The variable ζr about the follow constraint is formu-
lated describe the formulation(45) to (48).

Tr + M(1− ζr) ≥ T ∗r + 1 (45)

Tr ≤ Mζr + T ∗r (46)

Tr + Mζr ≥ T ∗r (47)

Tr ≤ T ∗r + 1 + M(1− ζr) (48)

Change in Assignment of Request to AGV
The explain of change assignment in transportation re-
quest is given below. The binary variable δ

∗(k)
r,Vr

that

indicate the assignment of request is changed define
below. Here ]Vr indicate the previous assignment of
request ]r to AGV.

δ
∗(k)
r,Vr

=





1 (Iterationk of request ]r

assigned to AGV ]Vr)
0 (other)

∑

r∈RT

δ
∗(k)
r,Vr

≤ |RT | − 1 (49)

when δ
∗(k)
r,Vr

= 1 (∀i ∈ R; ∀l ∈ P )

Change of Processing Turn
It descrives that the constraint of change turn of pro-
cess. The binary variable ε

∗(k),l
i,j that indicate the turn

process is changed as follows.

ε
∗(k),l
i,j =

{
1 (At iterationk, ]i ≺ ]j in the process ]l)
0 (other)

∑

i∈R

∑

j∈R

ε
∗(k),l
i,j ≤

∣∣R2
∣∣− |R| − 1 (50)

when ε
∗(k),l
i,j = 1

Formulation(50) is introduced to derive solution differ-
ent from that obtained before.

Change in assignment of transportation request to
AGV and Change of processing turn are integer cut.
So formulation(49) and (50) are transformed into for-
mulation (51).

∑

r∈RT

δ
∗(k)
r,Vr

+
∑

i∈R

∑

j∈R

ε
∗(k),l
i,j ≤

∣∣R2
∣∣− |R|+ |RT | − 1

when δ
∗(k)
r , Vr = 1, ε

∗(k),l
i,j = 1 (51)

4 Numerical Experiments

In this chapter, it indicates the way to do the method
and the effective of the proposed method indicated the
previous chapter .

4.1 Example Problem

The layout using the simulation is given in Fig.7.
The place where take out products from process ]1 is
node 1 and node 4, the place bring in to process ]2 is
node 17 and node 20. Node 1 and node 4 are called
input buffer, node 17 and node 20 are called output
buffer. It indicates the result, that when the number
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Fig. 7: The FMS model

Table. 1: The input data of exmple problem

Product ID pro.1 pro.2 start node goal node
1 6 5 1 20
2 9 6 1 20
3 6 6 4 20
4 7 5 1 17
5 9 9 1 20
6 5 8 4 17

of AGV is 3 and request is 6, in Table 1. In addition,
it calculated using the parameter skip ratio is 30 %,
the increment of penalty function is 0.8, the increment
of delay penalty is 30.

4.2 The Result of Exmple Problem

Here, the result until feasible solution when the exm-
ple problem is solved. It indicates that the infeasible
solutions until getting the feasible solution by logic cut
in Fig.8 to 10.
The gantt chart of Fig.8 is infeasible solution because
of happened delay from the start time of transporta-
tion of job ]6. So by doing logic cut, the assignment of
transportation request ]4 and ]5 is changed, and the
turn of process is changed. But it is infeasible in Fig.9.
By doing twice logic cut, the transportation request
assigned to AGV are changed. The solution in Fig.10
is feasible one.

The feasible result of transportation routing indicate
Fig.11～14. The calculation time is 31.4 seconds.

Table. 2: Initial node of AGV
AGV ID initial node

1 2
2 17
3 13

Process1Process2AGV1AGV2AGV3 6666 111122223333 444455555555 5555 44446666 66663333 3333 44441111 11112222 222240 52 time0 10 20 30
Fig. 8: The initial solution(no cut)Process1Process2AGV1AGV2AGV3 0 10 20 30 40 52 time

1111 1111 4444111122222222 22223333 3333 44445555 55556666 66663333 444455556666
Fig. 9: The solution(one cut)Process1Process2AGV1AGV2AGV3 6666 22223333 4444555522223333 3333 55556666 66660 10 20 30 40 52 time

1111 111122224444 44445555 1111
Fig. 10: The solution(two cut)

11 33 22
Fig. 11: span0～10

1133

22
Fig. 12: span11～20

11 3322
Fig. 13: span21～30

11
33

22
Fig. 14: span31～

4.3 The Result of Simulation of the Small

Problem

The simulation in this section is carried out using
the layout of the production process as is Fig.7. Input
buffer are node 1 and node 4, and output buffer are
node 17 and node 20. The initial node of each AGV
and the span of process of each request are decided ran-
domly. It indicates the each 15 pattern results by using
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proposed method and CPLEX solver for the 2 AGVs
and 2 or 3 requests scale problem. Proposed method

Table. 3: The result of 2 requests
CPLEX Proposed method

Case Obj.[-] Time[s] Obj.[-] Time[s] Cut
1 27 27.9 27 0.328 2
2 25 25.7 25 0.641 6
3 26 12.3 26 0.172 1
4 26 36.9 26 0.422 4
5 27 103.2 27 0.625 4
6 30 827.8 30 1.266 10
7 28 42.8 28 0.172 1
8 25 37.5 26 0.562 5
9 22 46.2 23 0.484 4
10 25 15.7 25 0.360 3
11 26 787.3 28 1.000 10
12 24 28.0 26 0.750 7
13 23 29.0 24 0.578 4
14 29 6367.5 29 0.375 3
15 29 95.1 29 0.281 2

Ave. 26.1 565.5 26.6 0.534 -

Table. 4: The result of 3 requests
CPLEX Proposed method

Case Obj.[-] Time[s] Obj.[-] Time[s] Cut
1 30 8043 30 0.328 1
2 31 1962 31 0.282 1
3 34 877 34 0.328 1
4 33 1024 33 0.250 1
5 32 1488 32 0.281 1
6 35 7588 35 0.687 2
7 34 485 34 0.406 2
8 35 7261 35 0.266 1
9 34 1062 34 0.281 1
10 33 9628 34 0.890 5
11 35 6199 35 0.313 1
12 30 8956 30 0.547 3
13 34 9305 34 0.296 1
14 30 13940 30 0.329 1
15 30 425 30 0.422 2

Ave. 32.82 5216 32.76 0.394 -

can solve the small scale problem faster than CPLEX
solver. Because transportation routing is solved by the
automonous dustributed route planning method that
can solve the problem in short time. And the entire

Fig. 15: The comparison of
objective function

Fig. 16: The comparison of
calculation time

problem divide into the master and sub problems, so
the weight of CPLEX solver is decrese. The objec-
tive function of the proposed method equals to that
of CPLEX solver in the almost same problem pattern.
But sometimes there occurs bad results. Where the
objective function of the solution is worse when cut
is done many times. Because the extention of trans-
portation span is used as logic. It is thought that if
this logic is done many times, transportation time of
each request is extended, and the makespan as objec-
tive function is tend to worse.

4.4 The result in the large scale prob-

lem

In this section, the result of comparing the conven-
tional method and proposed method by solving the 10
pattern problems using the layout Fig.7 are described.
As for the solver, conventional autonomous distributed
method is used. The results indicated from Table.5
to 9. The part of automonous distributed method is
using SA method. The parameter is that max tem-
perature is 100, freeze temperature is 0.01, annealing
ratio is 0.99 and loop time in same temperature is 100.

It is possible to see that the objective function

0102030
40506070
8090

4 5 6 7 8Jobs
Objective func
.[-] ProposedConventional

Fig. 17: The comparison of
objective function

0.11
10100100010000

4 5 6 7 8JobsComputation T
ime[s] ProposedConventional

Fig. 18: The comparison of
calculation time

of peoposed method is better than that of the con-
ventional method and the proposed method is longer
than heretofore method to derive the feasible solution.
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Table. 5: The result of 4 request
Proposed Conventional

Case Obj[-] Time[s] Cut Obj.[-] Time[s]
1 47 0.17 0 60 0.19
2 47 0.28 1 58 0.17
3 42 0.17 0 50 0.17
4 44 0.31 1 59 0.18
5 44 0.23 0 58 0.17
6 42 0.35 1 55 0.53
7 44 0.21 0 54 0.18
8 42 0.32 1 58 0.15
9 44 0.32 1 56 0.17
10 41 0.25 0 50 0.17

Ave. 41.2 0.22 - 58.1 0.20

Table. 6: The result of 5 request
Proposed Conventional

Case Obj[-] Time[s] Cut Obj.[-] Time[s]
1 52 0.25 0 61 0.20
2 47 0.36 0 49 0.21
3 47 0.37 0 50 0.20
4 50 0.23 0 53 0.20
5 51 0.26 0 55 0.82
6 45 3.79 1 54 0.42
7 45 0.65 1 52 0.20
8 49 0.71 1 56 0.20
9 45 1.65 4 60 0.35
10 48 0.68 1 49 0.25

Ave. 47.4 0.58 - 56.7 0.26

Table. 7: The result of 6 request
Proposed Conventional

Case Obj[-] Time[s] Cut Obj.[-] Time[s]
1 53 1.14 0 60 0.21
2 60 3.70 1 63 0.21
3 54 1.15 0 56 0.21
4 55 2.23 1 59 0.23
5 54 1.60 0 57 0.23
6 55 11.1 0 57 0.21
7 52 5.76 0 56 0.21
8 52 4.76 4 58 0.23
9 55 31.3 3 58 0.21
10 57 2.45 1 66 0.81

Ave. 54.2 3.86 - 60.0 0.36

Table. 8: The result of 7 request
Proposed Conventional

Case Obj[-] Time[s] Cut Obj.[-] Time[s]
1 61 13.5 0 64 0.35
2 59 154 8 66 0.23
3 62 41.6 0 66 0.31
4 62 10.7 0 66 0.25
5 58 33.2 0 67 1.04
6 65 41.5 1 68 0.31
7 63 296 1 68 0.23
8 63 73.8 1 65 0.51
9 64 46.2 1 70 0.53
10 60 81.7 1 66 0.23

Ave. 61.3 58.3 - 67.7 0.32

Table. 9: The result of 8 request
Proposed Conventional

Case Obj[-] Time[s] Cut Obj.[-] Time[s]
1 72 544.6 0 76 0.265
2 68 1748 1 71 0.266
3 68 1275 1 73 0.266
4 67 2174 5 73 0.265
5 65 6219 3 75 0.266
6 71 2792 0 77 0.250
7 73 1375 2 78 0.344
8 73 4293 1 73 2.375
9 68 1290 1 68 0.266
10 72 1067 2 77 0.265

Ave. 68.7 1388 - 76.23 0.49
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The conventional method, using SA method in pro-
duction schedule, can reduce calculation time but it
derives an approximate solution. The calculation time
of proposed method increases at an exponential rate
from Fig.18 because the master problem is solved by
CPLEX. From these reasons, it is difficult to solve very
large scale problem because calculation time is very
long by using the proposed method.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, the simultaneous optimal problem and
the formulation about the FMS’s production schedule
and transportation routing is treated. The entire prob-
lem is divided into the master problem and sub prob-
lem. Then the method that is able to derive the ap-
proximate solution with efficiency is proposed. When it
occurs infeasible solution, by generating the logic cut, it
eliminate the area of the master problem including the
infeasible solutions until getting the feasible solution.
In the proposed method, the master problem is solved
by CPLEX and the sub problem is solved by the au-
tomanous distributed routing planning considering the
penalty late from the schedule time. Where, the logics,
used in logic cuts, are the extension of transportation
span, the change of assignment request to AGV, and
the change in precedence of processing jobs in the pro-
cesses. Also, the simulation result of makespan that
compare the result of the proposed method by using
the logic cut and the one by using CPLEX in the small
scale problem is stated. It becomes clear that, com-
paring by makespan, the result by using the proposed
method is worse than the one by using CPLEX. And
the calculation time of proposed method is faster than
that of CPLEX. The future work is targeted to ob-
tain practicable solution by the proposed method in
the production system with iteration processes. To de-
rive better approximate solution, another logic are to
be found and formulated. To derive feasible solution
faster than now, the master problem is to be solved by
meta heuristic method instead of CPLEX, and master
problem is more divided into small problems.
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